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Brief Introduction Of Pure Land
There are immeasurable beings, who have perfected their
compassion and wisdom, having become Buddhas, with
Śākyamuni Buddha being one of them. With immeasurable
compassion and wisdom, they would naturally create spiritual
schools (Pure Lands) to better guide us to become Buddhas
like them. With immeasurable compassion and wisdom, they
too would, together, most highly recommend a particular
Pure Land to best inspire us – Amitābha Buddha’s (Amituofo)
Western Pure Land Of Ultimate Bliss is the one.
All teachings of Śākyamuni Buddha are for guiding us to the
True Happiness of Buddhahood. Among them, the Pure Land
teachings are especially skilful and precious, as they will be
the longest-lasting feasible path to liberation. Thus, among
thousands of Buddhas mentioned, Amituofo is the one whom
Śākyamuni Buddha spoke the most of. His name represents
the immeasurable light of his great compassion and wisdom,
and the immeasurable life of his great meritorious virtues, as
manifested in his magnificent Pure Land. Interconnected with
every other Pure Land, it is truly the finest representation of
all Buddhas’ focused compassion and wisdom.
Since most of us will yet to attain liberation by the end of this
life, still being subject to rebirth, it makes perfect sense to
seek the best place possible, to further our progress towards
Buddhahood. In Amituofo’s Pure Land, there are absolutely
no distractions from this purpose, only with all kinds of
superb expedient means for spiritual advancement in the
swiftest ways possible. Unlimited time is also offered there,
thus instantly transcending the otherwise indefinite rounds of
rebirth. In terms of advantage, as Śākyamuni Buddha taught,
even the most splendid worldly heavens cannot compare.
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All will have the ideal principal (Buddha), teachers (great
Bodhisattvas) and schoolmates (like-minded spiritual
friends) in Pure Land, with whom they train blissfully, with no
possibility of backsliding, having the guarantee of graduation
as enlightened Bodhisattvas bound for Buddhahood. Anyone
born there is free to come and go too, while staying connected
to Amituofo’s blessings until Buddhahood is attained.
It is a common mistake to imagine that this Pure Land might
be ‘too good’ for efficient spiritual cultivation. If this is true, all
Buddhas would be sabotaging us by recommending it, which
cannot be the case! Conversely, if this saṃsāric realm is so
conducive, why are we still so far from liberation? Being able
to learn from all Buddhas and see all of Saṃsāra via Pure
Land, it is the enlightened realm of the true Middle Way!
Amituofo’s Pure Land is to be reached with the Three
Provisions, of deep Faith and joyful Aspiration, as expressed
through the wholehearted Practice of being mindful of his
name. Although the most noble Aspiration is with Bodhicitta
to save all beings, as long as one is not averse to this,
Pure Land can still be reached, where it will be nurtured.
Practice is best when Samādhi from connection to Amituofo
is attained. However, even if this supreme Samādhi is yet to
be experienced, it can be cultivated through sincere regular
practice, and even when dying, as many cases attest. Of
course, it is much wiser to fortify all Three Provisions now.
When mindful of Amituofo, be it in everyday life or when dying,
this aligns our Buddha-nature with the great blessings of all
Buddhas, cultivating our morality, concentration and wisdom
at the same time. (Even the greatest Bodhisattvas on the brink
of Buddhahood constantly practise mindfulness of Buddha,
to be mindful of the goal to fully awaken their Buddha-nature
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for becoming Buddhas.) Some classic signs of successful
practice were exemplified by the illustrious Great Master
Zhizhe, who was able to calmly announce his moment of
departure for Pure Land. This state of mind transcends our
usual three poisons of attachment (to saṃsāric life), aversion
(to death) and delusion (of where one is going to). Such is
remarkable proof of the great efficacy of Pure Land practice!
Due to the relative ease of the main practice of the Pure
Land teachings and its advantages seemingly ‘too good’
to be true, Śākyamuni Buddha reiterated that the profound
Pure Land teachings are actually ‘extremely difficult’ to have
faith in. Yet, they must be taught to benefit many, including
us. Precisely for this reason, Great Master Zhizhe wrote The
Treatise On Ten Doubts About Pure Land. Although it might
sound like a rebuttal against the Pure Land teachings, this
cannot be further from the truth. In this renowned text, he
ingeniously formulated ten very good questions, followed
by even more brilliant answers, with extensive quoting from
sūtras and treatises to strengthen our faith in Amituofo.
We sincerely hope you will appreciate this book, and benefit
from our efforts to create a more definitive translation of this
important text. We would be most grateful for any suggestions
to further improve it. Queries on the Pure Land teachings
are also welcomed, along with subscription requests for our
free Pure Land newsletter. There is also a companion course
with this book called The Faith Factor, that further illuminates
upon this treatise. Do join us for the next run. As our final
wish... May all swiftly reach Pure Land! Namo Amituofo!
Shen Shi’an, MA (Buddhist Studies)
Chief Editor of TDE Team
tde@thedailyenlightenment.com
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Brief Introduction Of Author
Great Master Zhizhe (538–597 CE), also named Zhiyi, is
Chinese Buddhism’s Tiantai Tradition’s Fourth Patriarch, and
its actual founder. He was also called the Eastern Land’s
(China) Little Śākya(muni Buddha) by those of his time.
He renounced to be a monk at the age of 18 in Xiangzhou’s
Guoyuan Monastery through Master Faxu. At 23, he became
Master Nanyue Huisi’s disciple, practised meditation and
realised the Dharma Flower Samādhi.
He relied on the Wonderful Dharma Lotus Flower Sūtra
to establish the Five Periods And Eight Teachings as a
theoretical basis for classification of the Buddha’s teachings.
Setting up a new tradition’s system, he developed the
teachings of Three Thousand Worlds In A Single Thought,
perspectives for perfect harmonisation of the Three Truths,
One Mind With Three Contemplations, and principles for the
dual cultivation of Stopping And Seeing.
Written by Great Master Zhizhe, The Treatise On Ten
Doubts About Pure Land was chosen by the Pure Land
Tradition’s Ninth Patriarch Great Master Ouyi, as the fourth
of ten essential Pure Land texts. Also an illuminating treatise
composed in the Golden Age of the Pure Land tradition,
this masterpiece not only continues to extensively answer
common doubts about the Pure Land teachings, it also
fortifies our faith in them.
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Other than The Treatise On Ten Doubts About Pure Land,
Great Master Zhizhe’s works on the Pure Land teachings
include the Commentary On The Sūtra Of Contemplation On
The Buddha Of Immeasurable Life, Record On Meaning Of
The Amitābha Sūtra, Five Expedient Means To Practise (The
Dharma Door Of) Mindfulness Of Buddha, and many other
works also particularly praising Pure Land. Even the Maha
Stopping And Seeing states four kinds of samādhis, among
which is Constant Movement Samādhi, a Pure Land practice to
uphold focused mindfulness of Amituofo (Amitābha Buddha).
Great Master Zhizhe entered Parinirvāṇa at the age of 60.
When approaching the end of life, the Great Master laid on
his right and faced the West, reciting the Lotus Sūtra and
the Immeasurable Life Sūtra, also praising and encouraging
rebirth in Amituofo’s Pure Land.
Before the Great Master took rebirth, he said, ‘To all my
teachers and friends, as of now, Guan(shi)yin (Avalokiteśvara
Bodhisattva) and (Da)shizhi (Mahāsthāmaprāpta Bodhisattva)
are all here to welcome (and receive) me (for birth in Amituofo’s
Pure Land).’
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The First Doubt:
Doubt Of Forsaking Sentient Beings
Question:
All Buddhas1 and Bodhisattvas2 accord with great
compassion3 for their actions. If desiring to save and deliver
sentient beings, we should only aspire for birth in the three
spheres,4 within the five defilements5 and three paths,6 to
save suffering sentient beings.
For what cause should we seek birth in [the] Pure Land7
[of Amitā(bha) Buddha (Amituofo)], to personally abide in
peace? Forsaking sentient beings is thus without great
loving-kindness8 and compassion, to focus on self-benefits
that obstruct the Bodhi9 path.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Buddha: An awakened or fully enlightened one, who has attained liberation from all
suffering, having perfected compassion and wisdom with all other virtues, for guiding all
sentient beings to the same goal.
Bodhisattva: One who aspires for Buddhahood, while guiding all sentient beings to it
Great compassion: Wish and action to remove suffering of all sentient beings
... of desire, form and formlessness
... of kalpa, views, afflictions, sentient beings and lifespans
Realms of hell-beings, hungry ghosts and animals
World created by a Buddha’s perfect compassion, wisdom and merits (meritorious virtues)
for swiftly guiding sentient beings to Buddhahood without fail
Wish for all sentient beings to be well and happy
Full awakening; supreme enlightenment; Buddhahood
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Answer:
Bodhisattvas are of two kinds.
The first, for a long time, have cultivated the Bodhisattva path,
and already attained the Patience Of Non-Birth.10 Truly, they
should be responsible [for saving suffering sentient beings].
The second, are those who have yet to attain it, and also
ordinary beings, who have just given rise to Bodhicitta.11
Ordinary Bodhisattvas need to constantly be with, and
never leave Buddha[s]. When the power of patience is
accomplished, then can they abide in the three spheres,
within this evil period,12 to save suffering sentient beings.
Thus, the Perfection Of Wisdom Treatise13 says, ‘For bound14
ordinary beings, who have the mind of great compassion, and
aspire for birth in this evil period, to save suffering sentient
beings, this is not possible.
Why is this so? Afflictions of this evil period’s world are
powerful. Personally without the power of patience, the mind
will, with conditions be transformed, thus by sounds and
forms bound. Personally falling into the three paths, how is
one able to save sentient beings?
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If attaining birth within the human realm, the sagely path15
is difficult to attain. One might, by generosity, upholding of
precepts16 and cultivation of blessings, attain birth within the
human realm, to become a country’s king or great official,
with wealth, honour and ease. Even if one meets goodknowing friends,17 one may not be willing to have faith in
them, or benefit from them.
With greed and delusion unrestrained, extensively creating
all kinds of transgressions,18 riding on this evil karma,19 once
entering the three paths, passes through immeasurable
kalpas.20 Departing from the hells,21 one receives a poor and
lowly body.
If not coming across good-knowing friends, one will still fall
into the hells. Thus reborn, so far as to this present day,
everyone is like so.’ This is named the Path Of Difficult
Practice.22
Thus, the Vimalakīrti Sūtra23 says, ‘[If your] personal sickness
is not able to be relieved, how moreover, [are you] able to
relieve all sick persons?’
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Moreover, the Perfection Of Wisdom Treatise says, ‘For
example, there are two persons, each having relatives, by
waters being drowned. One person, feeling anxious, directly
enters the water to save them. Due to being without the
power of expedient means,24 with one another, they all sink.
One other person has expedient means, and goes to get a
boat. Riding on it to receive and save, all attain liberation
from the adversity of being drowned by water.
Newly aspiring Bodhisattvas are likewise so, yet to attain
the power of patience, and not able to save sentient beings.
Due to this, they constantly need to be near Buddha[s]. After
attaining the Patience Of Non-Birth, then are they able to
save sentient beings, like the one who attained the boat.’
Moreover, the Treatise says, ‘For example, a baby should
never leave the mother. If even the mother is left behind, the
baby might fall into a pit or well, and die from thirst for milk.
Moreover, like a baby bird, with wings not yet developed, who
can only lean on trees and stick to branches, he is not able
to go far. With the feathers and quills accomplished, then is
he able to fly to the sky, with ease and without obstructions.’
Ordinary beings without power, can only, with focused
mindfulness of Amitā[bha] Buddha [Amituofo], enable
accomplishment of Samādhi.25 With this karma thus
accomplished, when approaching the end of life with
gathered mindfulness, they will attain birth [in his Pure Land].
Definitely and without doubt, they will see Amitā[bha] Buddha
[Amituofo].
24
25

Skilful methods from compassion and wisdom synergised
Right concentration from connecting to Amitā(bha) Buddha’s (Amituofo) blessings
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After realising the Patience Of Non-Birth, they return to
the three spheres, riding on the boat of Patience Of NonBirth, to save suffering sentient beings, extensively practise
generosity, and accomplish the Buddha’s activities, at will
and with ease.
Thus, the Treatise says, ‘Travelling freely with ease in the
hells, practitioners born in that [Pure] Land, after attaining
the Patience Of Non-Birth, return to enter the lands of birth
and death, for teaching and transforming hell-beings, to save
[these and other] suffering sentient beings.’
With these causes and conditions, seek birth in [that] Pure
Land [of Amitā(bha) Buddha (Amituofo)], and aspire to
understand its teachings. Thus, the Ten Abodes Vibhāṣā
Treatise26 names this the Path Of Easy Practice.27
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About The Translator & Editor
Shen Shi’an 沈时安
An independent Buddhist teacher, author, researcher,
translator, editor and poet, he was one of the founding
members of the Dharma Propagation Division of Kong
Meng San Phor Kark See Monastery (Bright Hill Temple in
Singapore) in 1997.
Holding a Masters of Arts degree in Buddhist Studies
that covered all major Buddhist traditions, he served as a
Dharma Trainer and Project Coordinator in its Community
Development & Training Department until 2011, focusing on
Buddhist research, writing, teaching and answering of media
queries on Buddhism.
He was the founder of the temple’s Youth Mission (now
‘KMSPKS Youth’), a book purchaser for its Awareness
Place project, and the Chief Editor of the Web & Library
Department, that co-supported Buddhanet.net, a popular
Buddhist education website.
He is the founder and editor of TheDailyEnlightenment.com
since 1997, one of the world’s largest independent Buddhist
inspirational e-newsletters with over 31,000 members,
the editor of ‘Be a Lamp Upon Yourself’, ‘The Stonepeace
Book (Volume 1-2)’, ‘Awaken: Gateway to Buddhism (CDROM)’ and the writer-editor of ‘The Daily Enlightenment:
Reflections For Practising Buddhists (Book 1-7)’ and
the bestselling graphic novel, ‘The Amazing & Amusing
Adventures of Sam & Sara: The Zen of All Kinds of Stuff!’
He also contributes occasionally to magazines such as
‘Nanyang Buddhist’, ‘Awaken’ (for which he was Contributing
Editor), ‘For You (Information)’, and ‘Eastern Horizon’. He
served with the film selection team of a Buddhist film festival,
writes movie reviews for BuddhistChannel.tv, the world’s
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leading Buddhist news network, and popularised Dharma@
Cinema, which is an innovative way of sharing the Dharma
through detailed reviews and discussions of both popular
and offbeat films.
Using retranslated sūtras and treatise texts, he has taught on
the Pure Land teachings at Singapore Buddhist Federation,
Kong Meng San, Pu Ji Si Buddhist Research Centre and Poh
Ming Tse. He also leads the Pureland Practice Fellowship.
He is also occasionally invited to conduct Dharma discussions
for youths of tertiary institutions’ Buddhist societies (NTUBS,
NUSBS, SIMBB, NPBS, NYPBS) on various subjects,
and to introduce Buddhist life perspectives at Secondary
Schools (St. Patrick’s School, Manjusri School), Junior
Colleges (Catholic Junior College) and International Schools
(UWCSEA, SJII).
He was also invited to share on Buddhism by Dharma Drum
Mountain (Singapore), Fo Guang Shan (Singapore), Tai
Pei Buddhist Centre, Singapore Buddhist Mission Youth,
Singapore Buddhist Youth Mission, Wat Ananda Youth,
Buddha of Medicine Welfare Society, The Buddhist Union,
Buddhist Fellowship and Kampung Senang. He has also
been invited to Indonesia and Malaysia to teach.
He was a committee member of the Inter-Religious
Organisation, through which he served in interfaith harmony
projects by writing and giving of public talks, having
represented Buddhist points of view at national events held
by NACLI, NHB, NHG, SAF, SPF, MHA, ACM, SPM, STB,
OnePeople.sg, IRCC and MCYS.
He also co-runs Moonpointer.com, which is a community blog
that promotes creative sharing of Buddhism via thousands of
articles. He can be reached at tde@thedailyenlightenment.
com for invitations to share the Dharma via articles and talks.
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About The Daily Enlightenment
The Daily Enlightenment (TDE) is an independent free
Buddhist newsletter that serves more than 31,000 members
worldwide. It aims to inspire its readers to live mindfully
and meaningfully, in the hope that they seek spiritual
enlightenment on a daily basis. Members receive weekly
e-newsletters with Buddhist quotes, reflections, excerpts and
recommended web links. All are welcomed to contribute.
Each year, TDE publishes a new ‘The Daily Enlightenment’
book with a year’s worth of 52 reflections, as featured
in the newsletter – one for each week. In the mean time,
you can visit the website and subscribe for new articles at
TheDailyEnlightenment.com. Join us today. Be a TDE
member, who not only reads, but writes to share the Dharma
too. (More interesting publications beyond the annuals are
coming soon!)

(About TDE’s Logo: Like a Dharma wheel with radiating rays
of the sun, the spokes of light represent the Noble Eightfold
Path. Just as the sun shines each day, TDE hopes to offer
‘daily enlightenment’ to dispel the darkness of delusion.)
Why Support TDE?
As the Buddha taught, ‘The gift of truth excels all other
gifts.’ You can share the gift of truth via secure online
sponsorship at TheDailyEnlightenment.com/sponsor or
simply by purchasing and recommending this book. For
other means to contribute (by cash, cheque, transfer), or any
enquiries and comments, please feel free to contact us via
tde@thedailyenlightenment.com.
Your contributions for this continual Dharma-sharing project
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(since 1997) will relieve costs of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Book Printing for Sponsored Free Distribution
Book & Website Design
Book Delivery & Postage
Book Transportation for Distribution
Publicity of Books, Courses & Newsletter
Research-Writing
Answering of Dharma Queries
Translation of Dharma Texts
Editing & Dissemination of Buddhist News
Website Hosting & Maintenance
Administration, Computer Accessories & Stationery

Thank you for your support!
Dear Friends,
Please take a minute to share your thoughts with us.
•
•
•
•

How did you know about this book?
What made you pick it up?
How did it benefit you?
How can it be improved?

Your comments via tde@thedailyenlightenment.com will
be greatly appreciated. For more updates on this and other
related books, please visit TheDailyEnlightenment.com/
books or like us at facebook.com/TheDailyEnlightenment

Website

Facebook

Twitter
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Some Course Reviews
'Dharma Teacher Shen Shi’an is very sincere and earnest in
delivery of his courses, always filled with many interesting and
creative analogies to let us have better understanding of that
taught. The various creative media used and the element of
humour bring the classes alive, without any boredom, often
allowing me to feel inspired and invigorated with renewed
energy. Really appreciate the amount of effort Teacher Shi’an
puts into preparing his classes. I hope that the work of Teacher
Shi’an will continue to benefit more of us!’ Amituofo, Ricky
'The "Understanding Amituofo" course has been immensely
interesting. Shi’an has a knack for breaking down difficult
concepts into accessible information, which we can easily
relate to in everyday life. This course will be useful even for
Pure Land practitioners who already know something about
the teachings. Shi’an always explores new perspectives that
surprise us. His humorous approach and use of clear, simple
language is a major plus. There was never a dull moment. I
enjoyed the classes tremendously!' Amituofo, Wei Peng
'Dear Brother Shi’an, "The Gift of Truth Excels All Other Gifts."
Thank you for sharing the Pure Land Teachings with us. You
have delivered the teachings in a very concise, interesting
and creative manner. We enjoyed the lessons very much
and have benefitted a lot from them. We are glad to have
an excellent Dharma teacher like you in the Buddhist world.
Sadhu! Sadhu! Sadhu! Amituofo!' With appreciation, Tuck
Khuen, Amy, Ivy, Doris & Joey
'I am glad I made the effort to attend this class because the
knowledge that I gained strengthened my faith in Amituofo
and dispelled the doubts and misinformation that I was
exposed to. I urge everyone to come with an open heart and
mind to learn about Amituofo. It is the best gift for yourself!'
With deep appreciation, Karuna
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Experience bliss without attachment.
Experience pain without aversion.
Experience life with equanimity.
– Stonepeace
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